Year 4 Activity Matrix
Friday 6th August 2021
You are required to complete at least one task for Literacy, one task for Mathematics and one task for
Wellbeing/Physical Education. The title of the task must be written at the top of your page and dated.

Choose your favourite LITERACY and MATHEMATICS activity and post a PHOTO of your
work on Seesaw.
Literacy

ACTIVITY 1

ACTIVITY 2
Plan to send a letter to a friend.
In your letter, explain why you
are writing to them, what you
like about them and how they
make you feel.

Mathematics

Read a part of your borrowed
library book (if you don’t have
one, choose a book from home).
After reading, complete all of
the following:
-write a summary of the book.
-any questions or wonderings
you have from reading
-would you recommend this
book to someone? Yes or No?
Explain why.
-choose a word that you’re
unsure of its’ meaning, write
three synonyms and use the
word in a sentence.
ACTIVITY 1
Medal Count
-Research and find the medal
tally from the Tokyo Olympics.
-Which country has won the
most gold so far?
-Which country has won the
most silver so far?
-Which country has won the
most bronze so far?
-Which country has won the
most medals in total?
-Where is Australia on the list?
-Analyse the medal tally and
write down 3 things that you
notice about the information.

Wellbeing / Physical
Education

Early Finishers

Walk around your backyard.
How many steps did it take to go
around 3 times?

Write about a moment in your
life, but include the word
‘Olympics’.
Your writing should be around
2-3 paragraphs long.
REMEMBER: 1 paragraph has 35 sentences.

ACTIVITY 2
What’s the definition of
capacity?
What are its units of
measurement?

ACTIVITY 3
Look at the medal tally. Make a
bar graph with the top 5
countries.

Go into your bathroom, find as
many items as you can that have
the capacity written on them.
-Write down the item and their
capacity.
-What item in your bathroom
has the smallest capacity?
-What item in your bathroom
has the largest capacity?
-Why are some written in grams
and others in mL.
ACTIVITY 2
How many laps can you do of
your backyard in 15 minutes?

ACTIVITY 3
Find items in your house that
start with the letters of the
alphabet.

Reading Eggs:
Tokyo Techno

If you finish early, you can
complete the following
activities on Reading Eggs
and Mathletics.

Class
Link
Meeting Number
Meeting Password

ACTIVITY 1

ACTIVITY 3

Mathletics:
Multiplication Turnarounds
Multiplication Turn-Abouts

Year 4 WebEx Time: 10AM on Monday, Tuesday, Thursday and Friday.
4AU
4DW
4JS
4LD
Click here
Click here
Click here
Click here
165 471 0544
165 564 6780
165 624 1057
165 339 9633
GPS4AU
GPS4DW
GPS4JS
GPS4LD

